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Abstract. Honours and awards bestowed by professional so-
cieties recognize and reward members who have advanced
the goals and values of that society. All too often, how-
ever, awards reflect a small network of people who know
about the awards and participate in the process. This net-
work works wonderfully for the people lucky enough to be
in it, but typically neglects the full range and breadth of
scholarship and service within the society. We represent a
combined 15+ years’ experience on the honours’ committee
for a large professional society (the American Geophysical
Union) and here offer strategies to increase the representation
of honourees. Women represented less than 20 % of awardees
when we first became committee members in 2008; women
represented 50 % of awardees in 2019. There is still much
to do to ensure that members from other typically under-
represented groups (non-US members, members from under-
represented races/ethnicities) are truly represented and hon-
oured for outstanding science and service. We recommend
forming canvassing committees that will scour the literature,
conferences, and membership lists for appropriate and other-
wise overlooked nominees; providing implicit bias training
to selection committees; and ensuring selection committees
focus on the criteria for the award rather than non-pertinent,
often personal, information, as well as additional strategies
that allow us to recognize our worthy colleagues.
1 Honours and awards programs: why we have them,
and are they inclusive of the entire membership?
Honours and Awards programs within science societies are
formed to recognize and honour people in the discipline who
promote the values of the organization. These may include
scientific advancement, outstanding education, distinguished
and prolific mentorship, acting as spokespersons for science
to pre-college educators, authors and promoters of science
policy, outreach to the public, and service provided to the so-
ciety. Awardees benefit from recognition by a professional
society as their home institutions may use awards to de-
termine promotion, salary raises, and other benefits (Stew-
art and Valian, 2018; Mason et al., 2014). The institution
benefits as well, as high-profile awards bestow prestige and
impact in national and international rankings. Early career
members tend to view awards as good for their career ad-
vancement; later stage career members appreciate the recog-
nition of their peers (unpublished survey data, AGU).
Honours Programs struggle to ensure that awardees look
like their membership (e.g., Ball, 2014; Van Miegroet, 2016;
AWIS, 2011; Holmes et al., 2011; Lincoln et al., 2012). Ex-
amination of data from professional societies reveals that
women are typically under-represented among awardees for
science honours in the US and Europe and scientists of
colour are typically under-represented in the US. By under-
represented in Honours programs, we mean there is a lower
percentage in the nominee and awardee pools than occurs
in the overall professional society membership, with age
and Section (specialty or sub-discipline) considered for ca-
reer stage- and subdiscipline-specific awards. This defini-
tion follows that of the US National Science Foundation
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which defines under-representation in STEM as “represen-
tation [that] is smaller in science and engineering than in
the US population” (https://www.nsf.gov/news/news_summ.
jsp?cntn_id=297944, last access: 30 April 2020). This lim-
ited research on who gets honoured currently overlooks
the representation of individuals of other under-represented
identities in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathe-
matics (STEM), such as gender identity, sexuality, or abil-
ity. Furthermore, research demonstrates that scientists who
identify into more than one category for under-representation
tend to be overlooked for awards even more, a phenomenon
known as “the double bind” (Malcom et al., 1975) or “dou-
ble jeopardy” (Williams, 2014). Women of colour experience
disproportionate levels of isolation and exclusion relative to
their white peers (Johnson, 2011), and consequently are even
further below the radar of colleagues who nominate (Malone
and Barabino, 2009).
Data from the American Geophysical Union (AGU)
from the last ten years reveal the under-representation
of women and non-US members (based on the primary
address provided to AGU) among awardees as well as
of US inhabitants from under-represented groups (African
American, LatinX, Native American, LGBTQ+). Women
and non-US members are also under-represented in nom-
inee pools (Fig. 1) and on selection committees. The
data for Fig. 1 are for twenty-six AGU medals, prizes
and awards that represent a range of career stages. Be-
cause of historical under-representation, the proportion of
women members in later career stages is lower than it
is among earlier career geoscientists (https://news.agu.org/
files/2017/01/gender-distribution-by-age-group.jpg, last ac-
cess: 30 April 2020); such facts are considered when de-
termining proportional representation for each award. Early,
Mid- and Late-Stage Career stages are defined by AGU based
on “years since PhD” and not on absolute ages, such as “35–
45 years old” (https://www.agu.org/Honor-and-Recognize/
Honors/Nomination-resources/Career-Stages, last access:
30 April 2020), because not all people follow the same ca-
reer trajectory, and may receive a PhD later than the US me-
dian for Earth, Atmospheric and Ocean Sciences, which is
31 (NSF, 2019).
The proportion of members who are women increased
from 2014 to 2019, but the proportion of women nom-
inated for awards fell from 2014 to 2018 (Fig. 1). In
2019, women were “over-represented” among nominees and
awardees as members began to notice qualified women
who had not been nominated before. We expect sev-
eral years of such “over-representation” to compensate for
years of under-representation. Until 2019, we found women
under-represented for awards within every career stage for
AGU honours and awards. In addition, women are under-
represented among nominees (Fig. 1) and among nominators.
The proportion of non-US members has remained steady
from 2014 to 2019, but the proportion of nominees and
honourees has increased as focus on increasing nomina-
Figure 1. Percentage of women (a) and non-US members (b) for
AGU membership (circles), nominees and honourees (bars) for all
twenty-six Union-level awards, medals and prizes of women mem-
bers.
tions overall has increased. From conversations with non-US
members on the AGU Honors and Recognition Committee,
we suspect that non-US under-representation arises from a
number of factors: AGU is not the principal professional geo-
science society for non-US members; non-US members find
it difficult to serve on AGU committees, which are typically
held in the US and require travel, and lack of opportunities
to connect with US members who are more likely to partic-
ipate in the Honors program. In addition, one anecdote re-
veals a lack of interest in self-promotion that participation
in Honours programs implies. The actual reasons for under-
representation of non-US members requires further study.
We view under-representation in awards programs as a
problem for which we offer a set of solutions.
2 Typical mechanism for granting awards
The processes for advertising, gathering, and selecting
awards varies by award. However, the majority of honours
and awards follow a typical mechanism, as outlined below.
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2.1 Stage 1: award advertisement
Typically, professional societies announce awards that will
be offered within the year, with deadlines for submission
of nomination “packets”. Members receive these announce-
ments typically by email, social media or by printed matter.
The name of the award, the purpose of the award, where and
how to submit the packet, and a deadline are generally pro-
vided. If the award is named for a person, a brief biography
may be provided to serve as a model for the sort of achieve-
ments the award is intended for.
2.2 Stage 2: compiling the “packet”
The “packet” generally contains a nomination letter from the
nominator, a full or abbreviated Curriculum Vitae (C.V.) of
the nominee, and letters of support from qualified colleagues.
Qualified colleagues are selected based on their familiarity
with the qualifications of the nominee and whether they can
best address how the nominee fits the criteria for the award.
“Qualified” does not necessarily imply “eminence”; people
at earlier career stages may have deeper knowledge of the
candidate or could speak to non-technical aspects of a nomi-
nee.
There may be additional requirements for the packet, such
as a comprehensive list of publications, or a short list of
the most consequential publications. Some short-cut metrics
such as the h-index may be required.
2.3 Stage 3: selection committee review and decision
making
Selection committees receive the nomination packets some-
time after the deadline. These committees are assembled by
the professional society staff or appropriate members, gener-
ally using suggestions from existing committee members or
society officers, who typically are past awardees or success-
ful nominators.
Selection committees may deliberate in person, via email
or teleconference, or some combination of these in single or
multiple meetings. There may or may not be an evaluation
rubric provided to the committee in advance. There may or
may not be an informational meeting (often with staff) on
how to conduct meetings and how to review the criteria for
the award. There may be some sort of numeric ranking that
may or may not be disseminated to the committee before de-
liberation. The committee may come to a consensus on the
awardee or may require a vote. They may award the person
with a majority of votes or may require unanimity.
3 Is the mechanism part of the problem?
Although this process is typical for most professional soci-
eties, there are key “decision points” at which a step is taken
on the road to selecting an awardee that needlessly narrows
the field of potential awardees and may increase the chances
for highly eligible awardees to be overlooked. One compo-
nent that plays across all key decision points is implicit bias.
4 Implicit bias
Implicit biases arise from unexamined assumptions about our
fellow human beings from living within a given culture. In
fact, we have a vast array of unexamined assumptions in our
brains, but most of these are benign. We often speak to a
child in a high-pitched voice, for example. When pressed to
ask how we learned to do this, and why, most of us do not
know. It may or may not be annoying to the child, but the
impact of the unexamined assumption that we must speak
to children in this way is not likely to have long-lasting or
deleterious effects.
But when our unexamined assumptions include “women
aren’t good at math” or “women prefer people-helping
work”, then there can be a negative impact. It may appear
small, but it is observable and has been detected in dozens
of real-life settings (see summaries of such research in, e.g.,
Holmes et al., 2015). Some brief examples include: both men
and women judge identical C.V.s as “better” when it has a
man’s name rather than a woman’s or simply initials; in the
US we judge made-up C.V.s with “white” names as “better”
than those with “non-white” names (Boring et al., 2016; Mal-
ouff and Thorsteinsson, 2016; Macnell et al., 2015; Moss-
Racusin et al., 2012; Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004). The
impact can be small, but it is additive with each evaluative
step. As Valian (1999) puts it, it becomes a mountain of
molehills.
Importantly, implicit biases and their underlying unexam-
ined assumptions are shared by all of the people within a
given culture: men and women both may show a subtle (to
not-so-subtle) bias towards men for both nominating and se-
lecting our colleagues for awards. Research demonstrates
that while we cannot eliminate implicit biases, we can be-
come aware of them and reduce their impact on evaluation.
5 Implicit bias impacts on awards programs
Implicit biases impact multiple stages of the awards process:
who sees the award advertisement, who feels competent in
making a nomination, who gets noticed for awards, how we
learn to navigate the nomination process, how we write let-
ters of recommendation, what shortcut metrics are used, such
as the h-index. The actual selection process is replete with
opportunities for biases to rear their ugly heads: who gets
to serve on the selection committee, what training does the
committee receive to ensure the conversation stays focused
on the award criteria and not on personal attributes of the
nominees?
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In addition to implicit bias, mechanisms of the process
may unintentionally reduce the pools of both nominators and
nominees in awards programs. We address problems for each
major stage of the process.
5.1 Stage 1: award advertisement
Ideally, advertising ensures that as many members of the
scientific community as possible will learn about the pro-
gram and consider participating. The wording of the ad (are
gender-specific nouns and adjectives used?) as well as any
photos (who is represented as worthy of an award?) may
expand or reduce the potential pools of nominators and
nominees. The very name of the award may invite inclu-
sion or promote exclusion. The relevance of an award, and
the person for whom it is named, varies with time as our
field evolves. We have heard younger scientists ask, “who
is that?”, referring to an award named for a scientist whose
work was highly relevant decades ago.
5.2 Stage 2: compiling the “packet”
5.2.1 Whom to nominate
The first step in compiling a packet is determining who will
be nominated, a process that can be impacted by implicit
bias: we tend to nominate women for service and education
awards and nominate men for research awards (Lincoln et
al., 2012). How does a scientist think of whom to nominate,
or who might nominate me? Who has had the exposure, via
mentoring or example, to know about awards processes and
how to engage in them, i.e., how to write a successful nom-
ination? Data from AGU indicate that a very small cadre,
less than 1 %, of members participate in the awards program.
These members typically come from a small number of insti-
tutions, often where previous awardees reside. Often, these
awardees know details about the awards and learned how
to put together successful nomination packets by learning it
from mentors and colleagues.
There are myriad reasons that propel individuals to iden-
tify and nominate candidates for awards. In most scientific
societies, any member can serve as a nominator. However,
there are often perceived benefits to nominations supported
by past award winners or others with prestige and influ-
ence in the organization or scientific discipline (James et al.,
2019), whether this is true or not. Table 1 provides common
misperceptions about awards programs.
In addition, we tend to nominate from our own profes-
sional and social networks. A recent study by Hanson et
al. (2019) analysed abstracts submitted for the AGU Fall
Meetings from 2014–2018 and evaluated the author network
by gender and geographic location. Their results revealed
that women tended to have author networks made up of
other women, and their networks had fewer international co-
authors than the men’s networks.
5.2.2 Bias in nomination and support letters
Men and women write letters of recommendation differently
based on the gender and race of the nominee (Madera et al.,
2019, 2009; Dutt et al., 2016; Schmader et al., 2007; Trix
and Psenka, 2003). These studies show that letters for males
contain more superlatives, more direct callouts to the nomi-
nee’s C.V. and accomplishments, and avoid comments about
non-professional traits. Letters for women contain personal
comments, such as whether she is married or has children,
personality traits, such as “she is nice” or “she is friends with
my wife”. There are more “doubt raisers” in women’s letters,
such as the use of less-than-superlative adjectives.
5.2.3 Bias in shortcut metrics
Many evaluations use numeric shortcuts to assess a scientist’s
productivity, but some of these have inherent biases. The
h-index, for example, is calculated differently by different
databases. Databases are not perfect and can miss references
that have differing first names, use of initials, or if the last
name has changed over the course of a career (generally, a
“woman’s problem”). The h-index increases with increasing
age and is generally larger for men because of self-citation
(King et al., 2017; Maliniak et al., 2013).
5.3 Stage 3: selection committee review and decision
making
Many scientific societies rely on committees of volunteers to
manage the honours and awards program. Typically, selec-
tion committees are charged with (1) establishing a review
process which aligns with strategic goals, organizational val-
ues, and established criteria; (2) employing the process to
evaluate nomination packages; and (3) reaching consensus
to select a nominee for recognition (AWIS, 2011; Fine and
Paredes, 2012). Most selection committees are composed of
three or more members led by a chairperson, who is either
appointed by the society or elected by committee members.
While the structure of selection committees seems transpar-
ent, the identification of volunteers to serve on these com-
mittees as well as the guidelines under which they operate
are often ambiguous (Lincoln et al., 2011). Thus, the actual
evaluation can be rife with bias, beginning with the selection
of the committee itself. Does the selection committee have
broad representation? How do members learn about oppor-
tunities to serve on the committee? How often do committee
members rotate on and off?
The perception of how best to evaluate the nominees can
vary by individual. Are the criteria for the award clear to
the committee members? Does the committee have an es-
tablished rubric to evaluate nomination packets before they
begin to read them? With no rubric, it is easy to stray to a
nominee’s personal attributes, anecdotes, and other irrelevant
information that can steer a discussion off course. It is also
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Table 1. Common myths and misconceptions about awards programs.
In addition to traditional process and procedures, there are common myths and misconceptions about awards programs that we have
uncovered by serving on the AGU Honours and Recognition Committee, compiled by Tracey Holloway of the University of Wisconsin:
– The reputation of the nominator and/or letter writers will influence the selection. Is this true? Do “reputations in the nomination
packet” constitute criteria used by the selection committee?
– The nomination itself doesn’t really matter. The candidates’ accomplishments, such as number of publications or h-index, determines
who wins and who loses.
– You should not ask to be nominated. If you are qualified, someone will take the lead and submit a nomination on your behalf.
– Only senior scientists can nominate for major awards; only a senior scientist should write letters of support; senior scientists should
be the signatory of the nomination letter.
important to consider if committee members have been in-
formed of criteria that should not be addressed as well, such
as marital or parental status.
After the nomination packets have been distributed and
reviewed by committee members, how the results are com-
piled and reviewed can enhance or reduce bias. If committee
members send rankings of a nominee pool to the entire com-
mittee, “anchoring bias” can be triggered. This is the human
tendency to “anchor” subsequent decisions on a given, early
acquired piece of information (Kahnemann, 2011).
How the discussion meeting, if any, proceeds can influence
the decision. The meeting may be online, over the phone, or
in-person, depending on the committee. Have the committee
members received any training on how to conduct meetings
in a civil manner? Is there an agenda set to work through the
process? Has someone been assigned to take notes, or is the
meeting being recorded for record-keeping purposes? People
have been known to hijack meetings for their own ends, or if
working remotely, pay little or no attention as they surf the
web or do other work during the meeting. These behaviours
can influence the selection outcome.
6 Solutions to improve diversity and inclusivity in
honours and awards
The key decision points that impact demographic representa-
tion in the honours and awards process is extensive, and those
identified above are not exhaustive. Each point accumulates
barriers that individuals from under-represented groups have
to face just to make it to the selection committee review stage
of the process. However, there are solutions that we can im-
plement to improve diversity and inclusivity in honours and
awards nominations.
6.1 The nomination process
6.1.1 Getting the word out: announcing the award
A professional society interested in how effective their award
advertising is could collect data on how nominators learn
about the awards. A simple question asked on the nomina-
tion form, “How did you hear of this award?” with a drop-
down list (including “other”) of announcement venues will
reveal how a society is getting the best response. If “word of
mouth” is the most common response, further steps may need
to be taken: why are printed materials/social media not reach-
ing members? Means of getting the word out have changed
dramatically in the last decade: announcements that are dis-
tributed via email are possibly not even being opened by
large numbers of scientists, but only announcing awards on
social media may exclude a significant portion of the sci-
entific community as well. Utilizing multiple modes to an-
nounce an award makes the process more accessible to all.
Societies also need to consider how the award itself is pre-
sented. Would a typical member feel motivated to make a
nomination based on what is in the announcement? Selec-
tion criteria written in highly discipline-specific terminology
could be off-putting for individuals considering who they
could nominate that fits those specific research goals. On
the other hand, if the criteria are too broad then a nominator
may interpret it differently than the selection committee will.
Consider also the images and graphics associated with the
award announcement. Are prior awardees showcased, and do
these awardees represent the range of members of the so-
ciety? If they don’t, how could you change your advertise-
ments to reflect the diversity of candidates eligible for these
awards?
Is more information on the nomination process needed?
How can a professional society reach members who have no
experience with the awards process? One mechanism mod-
elled by AGU includes offering a workshop at its principal
annual meeting on the theme “How to Submit a Successful
Nomination”. It is generally well-attended, with as many as
120 members signing up to attend. This workshop focuses
on the impact of implicit bias in our nominations and pro-
vides strategies to reduce them. However, offering a single
workshop at a single meeting isn’t accessible to everyone.
Consider the needs of those who cannot attend meetings and
offer an online workshop that can be watched at any time.
Articles in the newsletter can offer the mentorship that may
be missing in a potential nominator’s experience (e.g., Ball
et al., 2015). Professional societies can also develop lists of
frequently asked questions that can be advertised across mul-
tiple media avenues to quell common misconceptions.
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The society can assist its members by providing a generic,
sample nomination packet and providing clear instructions
(AGU provides a video) on how to navigate the online nom-
ination submission, if used. The award criteria should be
clearly spelled out. Vague words such as “excellence” should
be avoided or clarified.
6.1.2 Broadening the nomination pool: networks and
canvassing committees
The implicit biases that aggregate over a career limit our ex-
posure to other scientists, particularly scientists that “don’t
look like me”. Nominators should consider expanding their
networks to become aware of candidates who have demon-
strated exceptional achievements, perhaps with less attention
or acclaim. For example, nominators can engage with po-
tential nominees through mentoring programs or by becom-
ing active in professional societies and employee resource
groups that foster advancement of those who have been his-
torically under-represented in science (Débarre et al., 2018;
Fine and Paredes, 2012). Expansion of professional networks
also offers benefits beyond the honours process, including
new collaborations and ideas which strengthen the overall
scientific enterprise. In recent years, the National Science
Foundation (NSF) GEO Opportunities for Leadership in Di-
versity (GOLD) program (https://cpaess.ucar.edu/gold, last
access: 30 April 2020) supported a series of projects to train
and empower geoscientists as change agents for diversity and
inclusion in their networks and their broader fields of study
(Posselt et al., 2019). One of the projects, Hearts of GOLD,
specifically sought to equip senior scientists with knowledge
and tools to catalyse, develop, and institutionalize more rep-
resentative practices for diversity and inclusion in the geo-
sciences (Quardokus Fisher et al., 2019). NSF’s GOLD and
similar programs can help identify potential nominees and
foster more balanced representation among award recipients.
Another successful approach to garnering more inclusive
nominations for honours and awards is the implementation
of a committee to serve as scouts for potential awardees: a
canvassing committee. While selection committees are fo-
cused on the task of choosing the most-deserving award re-
cipients from among nominees, canvassing committees are
charged with increasing the number of nominations, which
may be achieved by identifying nominators and nominees,
providing assistance in crafting nomination packages, and
offering training and resources for potential nominators to
ensure a diverse pool of candidates. A canvassing committee
that is itself diverse and representative may be more aware
of deserving candidates who have not been previously con-
sidered for recognition. To be successful, a canvassing com-
mittee should be overseen by society staff and/or the soci-
ety’s honours program to ensure its membership is diverse
(consider all career stages, men, women, national and in-
ternational members, members from all groups traditionally
under-represented in the geosciences). The committee should
receive training to help identify their own implicit biases. In
addition, the charge of the committee must be clear to all of
the members: to increase the number of nominations and the
diversity of the nominees. This committee should serve to
broaden the net that is cast to bring in nominations, not to fil-
ter the pool further. Continuous data collection should inform
both this committee and its oversight by some other entity.
That is, it must be held accountable. This raises the question
of what entity holds this committee accountable; this should
be clear in the committee’s charge.
Some well-resourced institutions have gone beyond volun-
tary canvassing committees and hired permanent staff who
facilitate award nominations. They draft sample letters of
support, contact potential letter-writers, work with nomina-
tors and pull the packet together in a timely fashion. Less-
resourced institutions cannot do this; their faculty are thus at
a disadvantage for being noticed for an award as well as hav-
ing the time and resources to put together competitive nom-
ination packets. One way to address this inequity is demon-
strated by informal groups that have formed among AGU
members to identify worthy yet overlooked potential nom-
inees and help each other create the nomination packet (e.g.,
Jaynes et al., 2019). The Task Force described by Jaynes et
al. (2019) set up an online space where names of potential
nominees, nominators and letter-writers could be gathered.
The letters themselves can be reviewed by Task Force mem-
bers and suggestions for improvements made. This ad hoc
Task Force generated six nomination packets, and three of
their nominees received national awards. This is one way
to mentor neophytes into the process of nomination. Some
organizations have more formal, employee resource groups
(ERGs) to pool resources to submit nomination packets
6.2 Selection processes
6.2.1 Establish a representative selection committee
Assembling a diverse selection committee is a key step, as
several formal studies have demonstrated that conscious and
unconscious bias towards male candidates can be mitigated
by having different kinds of voices at the table (Carnes et al.,
2005; James et al., 2019; Lincoln et al., 2012). Biases can
also occur when committees do not include members of dif-
ferent nationalities or members from underrepresented racial
or ethnic groups or nations, so ensure the committee has the
diverse voices it needs (AWIS, 2011; Mukasa, 2009). To mit-
igate biases, societies can take a more inclusive approach to
ensure that selection committees represent the genders, na-
tionalities, ethnicities, career-stages, and backgrounds of the
broader scientific community. Research demonstrates that
women perform more service tasks in academia (O’Meara et
al., 2017). To mitigate this imbalance, several academic in-
stitutions in the US have instituted “Male Advocates and Al-
lies” (https://www.ndsu.edu/forward/advocates_and_allies_
project/about_advocates_allies/, last access: 30 April 2020).
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These male faculty and staff receive sufficient training in im-
plicit bias and how to mitigate its impact to serve as a voice
for the under-represented. In addition, societies can limit the
terms of service (by years or award cycles) for selection com-
mittees, which can provide opportunities for new members
who may be more representative of changing demographics
within the organization’s membership.
6.2.2 Train committee members – and chair
Selection committee members should receive training in
Leading Practices for evaluations before any evaluation oc-
curs. The training should include a discussion of implicit bi-
ases, when they are most likely to occur, and what steps min-
imize their impact. A clear procedure should be established
that outlines whether there will be meetings and what will be
covered at each. For example, will there be an initial meet-
ing to discuss and establish procedure, including the criteria
for selecting the nominee, before committee members see the
packets? All members will benefit by training in any online
software used by the society.
Nominators and support letter writers should become
aware of the tendencies for all of us to unconsciously bias
our letters and carefully read our letters, more than once,
to assure that the language they use to describe a nomi-
nee is not unintentionally pushing them out of the pool.
When selection committee members recognize bias in the
letters, they may be able to adjust accordingly (for exam-
ple, if parenthood is mentioned in a letter, do not discuss
it). Societies can help letter writers by providing evidence-
based guidance (see, for example, Dutt et al., 2016, and ref-
erences therein). There is a helpful online detector of gender
bias at: https://www.tomforth.co.uk/genderbias/ (last access:
30 April 2020).
The chair of the selection committee could benefit from
meeting with staff and becoming clear on the procedure and
processes. In addition, it is helpful to learn how to manage
a group discussion so that every member can speak and be
heard.
6.2.3 Maintain focus on the award’s criteria
One of the most important considerations for improving di-
versity and representation in honours and awards processes
is to evaluate the award criteria. The committee should es-
tablish an evaluation rubric to ensure that all nomination
packages are evaluated fairly. An evaluation rubric should
clearly outline a system for ranking or categorizing nomina-
tion packets. For example, each criterion could be ranked us-
ing a point system, or specified criteria could be categorized
based on a pass/fail system. “Excellence” is a hazy concept
and what exactly is meant by this should be agreed upon by
all members before evaluation begins.
The evaluation rubric should be decided upon by the entire
committee before any application review begins, with ample
time for committee members to ask clarifying questions or to
make any changes to a previously used rubric. Confirm that
the award criteria listed on the nomination call align with the
award criteria identified on the rubric. For example, if a com-
mittee is evaluating a teaching award and a committee mem-
ber wishes to discuss teaching pre-college students, is that
an explicitly stated criterion in the award announcement or
does such teaching constitute “service”? Another best prac-
tice when using evaluation rubrics is to include representative
examples for each of the criteria being evaluated. If the cri-
teria are weighted, then that should also be transparent in the
award announcement.
When there are a large number of nominees, “grading fa-
tigue” can impact the decisions made during the evaluation
process. There are several strategies that can be used to lessen
the impact of fatigue. For example, you can reduce the num-
ber of applications that an individual member has to review
by randomly assigning them in advance. To ensure thorough-
ness, make sure that one application is reviewed by a mini-
mum of three committee members. This process helps sup-
port a fair first cut to reduce the pool and lighten the load of
work on selection committee members. It is important that
all committee members should agree on how this first round
of cuts will happen before beginning.
Lastly, the evaluation rubric must be a living document.
At the end of each selection cycle, the rubric, including met-
rics, representative examples, etc., should be reviewed by the
selection committee. Questions to guide this wrap-up review
and discussion may include:
– What worked well?
– What didn’t work or was particularly challenging during
the process?
– What could be further clarified or defined for future use?
– What will the process be to make changes as necessary
(i.e. majority vote or full consensus)?
– How were criteria adhered to?
– How do we cope with straying from criteria in the fu-
ture?
Another way to streamline selection adopted by one AGU
Section, is to require letters of support only for “short list”
nominees, after the committee has determined who are the
top 5–10 nominees. Feedback is provided to unsuccessful
nominators.
All criteria used in evaluation should be clear in the ad
for the award. Criteria should evolve as we learn more about
evaluative processes. AGU no longer has an entry on submis-
sion forms for numeric shortcuts such as the h-index because
of the potential error and bias. A problematic metric used to
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evaluate awards for graduate students in the US is the Grad-
uate Records Examinations (GRE) score. There are multiple
levels of bias and barriers related to GRE scores, including
socioeconomic status (i.e. access to tutors, study materials,
or cost of taking the test), and test anxiety (i.e. stereotype
threat) that can significantly impact a student’s score.
6.2.4 Ground rules for meeting(s)
Additional training for the selection committee chair on how
to facilitate productive meetings is another valuable tool. The
first committee meeting should establish ground rules for
discussions. As in all other workplace meetings, having an
agreed upon set of ground rules for respectful conversations
is a great first step. These ground rules can be developed by
the committee in advance, or perhaps there is already a pro-
cess outlined by the society that can be provided by the staff.
Behavioural ground rules should be established (e.g., “We
will not be discussing candidates’ parenthood, our personal
relationship with the nominator or support letter authors”).
The chair should keep the discussion focused on the criteria
and ensure every member has a chance to speak. All mem-
bers of the selection committee should agree to treat one an-
other with respect.
6.3 Additional strategies to improve honours programs
6.3.1 Maintain demographic data
An oversight committee should work with staff to stay on
top of membership, nominee, and awardee data. Pertinent
information should be communicated to selection, canvass-
ing, and other concerned committees. Consistent data col-
lection is needed to watch for trends that can identify areas
for growth (correction?) in the honours process. For exam-
ple, AGU has identified a need for more accurate data con-
cerning its US members who identify with under-represented
racial and ethnic groups as current demographic data are in-
sufficient. There is also a growing community of LGBTQ+
within the AGU community who are working to uncover
and celebrate a long invisible history of contributions from
geoscientists who identified as LGBTQ+. We would also
like to acknowledge that the majority of bias and under-
representation work in STEM has focused on a push for gen-
der parity. However, by assuming a binary gender paradigm,
we have negatively biased against a population of the STEM
workforce who may instead identify as transgender, gender-
fluid, agender, etc. Professional societies need to ensure that
there is a safe, voluntary way to acknowledge these identities
in these spaces.
6.3.2 Hold nominators and nominees accountable for
good behaviour
The scientific community has long considered ethical be-
haviour to be a primary qualification of practicing science.
Yet for hundreds of years, this definition of ethical behaviour
has only addressed specific aspects of our work, such as data
collection and handling, publication and authorship roles,
and communicating our work with the local communities that
we work with. We have spent decades ignoring the fact that
ethical scientists must also treat humans in an ethical way. In
2017, AGU developed a new Ethics Policy that specifically
included behaviours of bullying, harassment and discrimina-
tion as forms of scientific misconduct, on a par with data fal-
sification and plagiarism (McPhaden et al., 2017). This was
a big first step forward towards creating a diverse and inclu-
sive AGU membership. Since the announcement of this new
ethics policy, more professional societies in the geosciences
are following AGU’s lead to develop more comprehensive
codes of conduct (Schneider et al., 2018).
Not only does this code of ethics address these be-
haviours, it has consequences for violators. The process
of providing an award for AGU also includes nominators
and nominees reading and agreeing to AGU’s Ethics Pol-
icy. Any violation of this policy must be revealed to the
AGU Ethics office. Such a revelation does not preclude
a nominee from receiving an award but may generate a
deeper investigation to ensure that awardees exemplify the
principles stated in the Ethics Code. In addition, selection
committee members must abide by the Conflict of Interest
code, and recuse themselves from deliberation of nomina-
tion packets of friends, relatives, and other close personal
connections (https://ethicsandequitycenter.org/, last access:
30 April 2020).
6.3.3 Streamlining the nomination process
Could the whole process be made simpler? What are the min-
imum number of documents, the minimum amount of infor-
mation, that is necessary to fairly and fully evaluate a nomi-
nee? The Hydrology Section of AGU has a two-step process
for evaluation. Supporting letters are not required until the
second step, which follows an initial evaluation of nomina-
tions. This simplifies the process for nominators, who can
use the selection committee’s feedback to improve the pri-
mary nomination.
Technology can be a valid tool to assist in streamlining
nomination processes. Has the professional society exam-
ined the process for nomination to see if technology or other
changes could make the process more efficient? If so, how
would committee members receive training on how to use it?
This is an especially important consideration because com-
mittee members and chairs should rotate off after serving a
defined term. Gathering feedback at the end of each process
from committee members on what worked and what did not
work can help professional societies better prepare for the
next nomination cycle or to make changes as problems arise.
An additional component of streamlining the nomination
process is providing feedback to the nominators each year. It
is essential that nominators receive feedback on unsuccess-
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ful nominations. This is a mentoring process and over time
should improve nomination packets. This includes gather-
ing feedback from each committee member on the strengths
and weaknesses of the nomination packet and formatting the
feedback into a document that clearly outlines recommenda-
tions for future submissions. Depending on the number of
nominations received for a particular award or honour, tech-
nology could be an important asset to assist with this task.
6.3.4 Program review
It is useful to review honours programs periodically, per-
haps with a separate review committee that is provided with
awards data from the preceding five to ten years. Questions
to consider during a review include:
– Are there sufficient nominations?
– Does the gender and other pertinent demographic data
of the awardees favourably compare to the society’s
membership or to the section?
– Is it time to sunset an award because of lack of nom-
inations or greater relevance of a different disciplinary
area?
– What is the process for sunsetting an award?
– Are the names of the awards (1) relevant to early career
scientists and (2) representative and inclusive of the or-
ganization’s membership?
– Does the award uphold the overall values of the organi-
zation?
7 A path towards fair representation
Honours and Awards Programs remain vital to advancing sci-
ence, education, and outreach by highlighting the achieve-
ments and value of these endeavours to the broader com-
munity (e.g., Stewart and Valian, 2018). The challenge of
ensuring that awardees reflect a diverse pool of scientists
both in professional societies and worldwide can be miti-
gated by closely examining key decision points in the pro-
cess. Professional societies should be taking deliberate steps
to (1) inform and engage members of the awards they offer,
(2) provide a transparent view of how the nomination pro-
cess works, and (3) ensure adequate training and support for
selection committees to be able to make fair decisions. Indi-
viduals who serve on these committees or who do the work
to compile nomination packets should also ensure that they
do the work to be trained on best practices. If a professional
society doesn’t offer it, ask why. As members, we should
be encouraging our professional societies to collaborate with
other societies that are establishing best practices. Finally,
societies that are establishing these best practices need to
disseminate this information out to the scientific community
(and beyond!).
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